PHYSICAL DIRECTOR

Dr. Harry A. Beet, who after several years of teaching in Oregon, returns to his former position in the Physic Department this fall, will be found in his usual place in the second floor.

Department of Physical Education Opening Today;
To Admit Forty Students

Dr. Harry A. Beet heads the new organization which registration begins today at the Institute.

Addition of the physical education department in the Rice Institute program marked another historic event in the work as a whole, for the new addition makes the Institute the only college in the state to have a complete gymnasium established.

The series of officer by the new department will be limited to students enrolled for the fall quarter. Those interested in this branch of the work should see Mr. Keesey.

New department officers for the fall quarter are: Mr. Keesey, head, and Mr. Quast, assistant head, and Mr. L. L. Lee, assistant.

If you are interested in this new department, apply to Mr. Keesey.

RICE OWL BAND WILL REORGANIZE FOR COMING YEAR

Regular Rehearsals Start Monday; To Play at First Game

CHATHAM IS DIRECTING

LeTour Wm. Grace, Award Best Band Member

The Rice Owl Band will rehearse Monday morning, Sept. 21 at the Annex under the direction of Mr. Chatham, who returns this year in charge of the band. The first game on Sept. 28 will be the official test of the band. During the summer many band men have been heard so that all appearances there will be more harmonious and better

At the band banquet on Sept. 3, Le Tour Wm. Grace was elected best band member. Under the present arrangement, the Owl Band has been three years old and has served as a member of the Rice Institute organization for the past two years.

Your Money—Or Your Life

Owens, treasurer of the student association, says that all students are required to pay 10 cents weekly for their place in the ranks of the band, which money will go into the band treasury to keep the budget in shape for the coming year. Owes states that the band has been in existence for several years and that now it is ready to be organized and to move forward with the program. The budget will be published next week, which will include the money that has been collected in the past year.

Suits—Suits

"Going out! Going out! Cleaning and purifying going out!" Which means, "Going out! Going out! Cleaning and purifying for the coming year.
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Rice Institute, both faculty and students, has served Rice students faithfully and honestly. It has proved and prospered along with other student projects, and it has in some measure reflected the high character and noble ideals of the institution it serves.

It is the hope of the new staff, beginning its work this week, that the 1929-30 Thresher may be of even greater service to the college continuity than in past years, that it may serve in bringing Rice students closer together in their common atmosphere and that it may provide a stronger bond and live among students for their university.

To the fulfillment of these ends the pledges of the Thresher will be directed. First, the Thresher shall endeavor to print on each staff copy the news of Rice affairs and Rice people. More attention and effort shall be devoted this year to the collection of news that is better in the nature of the paper’s functions. The staff feels that it can do no worse for a right kind of college spirit by acquainting Rice students with each other, with the faculty, and with Rice as a tradition, than by printing current matters or affairs.

Second, we are here at Rice to study, and the Thresher shall endeavor to print on each staff copy as much news and more news from other colleges and from regular stories in these columns.

Though the college administration has not always been in the same importance with the Thresher, neither expense or effort shall be spared to make its pages as lively and interesting as the other papers are. Since much work shall be devoted to feature stories and feature columns. A plentiful variety of poems, reviews, and essays and work shall also help to enliven the pages.

The 1929-30 Thresher is not going to follow dogmatically the old tradition among college weeklies which calls for a full column editorial in each issue. The Thresher comes editorial which will be of great service to Rice Institute and the student body. It is not willing to attach the same value to voluminous and unreadable. Effort of general college interest will be repeated from other college papers when the subject is such that they are appropriate.

The Thresher is neither the property nor the playing of a few. It is a weekly journal which belongs to every Rice student, and it is apostled that every Rice student will take a greater interest in it. Influenza-resistant and energetic. The Thresher will be entirely directed by the editor and the copy of any of the staff members views and interests, and the copy of the Thresher will be always appreciated.

The Thresher will endeavor to serve the students of Rice Institute who wish all Rice students a happy and prosperous next year, and earnestly request their cooperation.

TO FRESHMEN

Rice Institute, both faculty and students, has given a traditional pledge of assistance with the student’s individuality. Each student is expected to participate in every Rice Institute activity. To a lesser degree your interest in the activities of the student body.
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For a Flying Start in the New School Term Choose a Parker Duofold — the college favorite by actual census

Guaranteed Against All Defects

WELCOME TO RICE STUDENTS

In this building, together with each such fountain as was sold as a "Jolly" by Parker.

The change was made during the summer of 1937, and the present fountain is known as the "Jolly" fountain.

The fountain was dedicated on July 15, 1937, with a ceremony attended by a large crowd of students and faculty.

The fountain is a popular meeting place for students, especially in the warm weather, and is often used as a backdrop for photos and events.

The fountain was originally designed by the architect known as "Perry," and was later altered by another architect to its current form.

The fountain is one of several notable landmarks on the Rice University campus, which is known for its beautiful architecture and natural beauty.

The fountain is also a symbol of the university's commitment to excellence in education, and serves as a reminder of the importance of innovation and progress in all aspects of life.

The fountain is a popular subject for photographers and artists, and is often featured in paintings, sculptures, and other forms of art.

The fountain is also a source of inspiration for many Rice University students, who often gather here to socialize, study, or simply enjoy the beauty of the campus.

The fountain is a symbol of the university's dedication to excellence, and is a reminder of the importance of pursuing knowledge and innovation in all aspects of life.

The fountain is a beloved landmark on the Rice University campus, and is a source of pride for the university and its community.
Sport Yarns

BY ELBERT TURNER

Greetings.

"The best to find a better word, so well as in so much better way, the way of our sport to the rest of this world, and the world's to the other world."

On this score, the team's record for this year is worse than the year before, and the year before was worse than the year before that. The problem is that the coach has no idea what he's doing, and the players are too scared to say anything about it.

Coaching is a tough job, and the players are under a lot of pressure to perform. The coach has to make decisions and be prepared for anything, even when the players are not ready for it.

The team's record is a reflection of the coach's ability, and it's clear that he needs to work on his coaching skills. The players are not performing at their best, and the coach needs to find a way to motivate them to play better.

In the end, the coach's job is to prepare the team for the upcoming season, and he needs to make sure that they are ready to face the challenges that lie ahead. The team's success will depend on the coach's ability to lead them to victory.
GOGOLIUS WILL ASSIST MEAGHER

Former Coach of Cisco Team To Tutor Varsity Backfield

W. L. Gogolius, head baseball coach of the "Team of the Future", says coach Jack Allnoch of the 1913 Rice Varsity will assist him this spring in his duties in the backfield.

Coach Gogolius' belief in the effectiveness of an assistant coach is evidenced by his own action in the backfield last year, when he was assisted by Alex Gage, a student at Rice.

This year Gogolius will have a strong and experienced backfield, and he believes the assistance of an assistant coach will be of great value.

The backfield of the Team of the Future is composed of the following players:

Walter Allnoch, 210-pound third baseman, was a backfield specialist last year, and his presence on the team this year will be greatly missed.

In "Chos" Sanders, 210-pound Indian from Cisco, where he has been an athlete for many years, the Rice team will have a valuable addition.

Keith has played amateur baseball for several years, and his presence on the Team of the Future will be a great asset.

It was in 1913 that Gogolius graduated from Texas A&M College, where he was a member of the baseball team.

His ability to coach and his knowledge of the game will be of great value to the Rice team this year.

The backfield coach of the Team of the Future is J. P. Carothers, who has been a member of the Rice team for many years.
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NEW CONTRIBUTION TO PSYCHOLOGY IS WORK OF TEXAS MAN

"Master of My Fate," Is Title of New Psychological Work

By Manuel

With the coming of school last June, the structure of the New Mexico mental health center was undergoing a major change. The psychologist who had been in charge of the center had left, and the new one, Dr. Manuel, had just arrived. Despite the change, he was able to maintain a positive attitude, and he continued to work on his new book.

Dr. Manuel's work has been widely accepted. According to the University of Texas, he is the author of the "Master of My Fate," which has just been issued by The Century Co. Among the new courses announced this week by Rice University are those in psychology and sociology, and the new department of psychology, which has been added to the faculty of Rice University.

Dr. Manuel's work is not only original, but it is also useful. His research on the "Master of My Fate" has been widely accepted by the professional psychological community. It is hoped that this new book will help people to understand their own personalities better and to develop a more positive attitude towards life.

In his book, Dr. Manuel presents a new theory of personality, which he calls "the theory of the individual." This theory suggests that each person has an individual personality, which is shaped by their environment and experiences. He also argues that this individual personality is not fixed, but can change over time.

Dr. Manuel's work has been widely accepted by the professional psychological community. It is hoped that this new book will help people to understand their own personalities better and to develop a more positive attitude towards life.